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Book 13 

  



 

Chatting Marks, CEO of PsiFi International, led Enigma, Spider-Woman 

and Moondragon to the Superhuman Summit held at U.N. 

headquarters in New York City. ΩFORCE has reason to believe that a 

powerful telepath is trying to manipulate the Security Council into 

supporting an international mandate that will greatly restrict the 

freedom of costumed heroes. While Spider-Woman and Moondragon 

launched an investigation into possible psionic tampering, Enigma 

pursued her own investigation that led to an encounter with one of the 

world’s most dangerous men! 

 

 
 

 

 

 
  

 

K’OS 

COSMIC BLASTING 

IMMORTAL GENIUS 

 

MOONDRAGON 

MAJOR TELEPATH; 

SHAO-LOM MASTER 

 

STRONGHOLD 

MULTIPOWERED 

WARSKRULL 

 

SPIDER-WOMAN 

MEGA-ENHANCED 

SHIELD AGENT 

 

ENIGMA 

ELUSIVE LATVERIAN 

SUPER SPY 

 

DR. SOUND 

SONIC WIELDING 

STREET BRAWLER 

 

CROSSFIRE  

SUPER SPY; HATES 

SUPERHUMANS 



SUBBASEMENT ONE, UNITED NATIONS PLAZA 
 

“HELLO, ENIGMA. I am 

Crossfire. And you are 

mine!”  
  

 Enigma was startled, 

though not shocked. She 

had a gut feeling 

someone nefarious was 

behind the new 

translation headsets 

shipped to the 

Superhuman Summit. 

And now she was right. It 

made sense.  

 

She knew the name of the 

audio company that 

shipped the devices 

struck a chord. Williams 

Sound. As in William 

Cross, a.k.a. the former 

CIA agent turned 

international super spy 

called Crossfire. Cross was an interrogation specialist and leader of his own 

clandestine intelligence cadre that utilized his fearsome ultrasonic brainwashing 

technology to forward his dark plans. But why would he put himself at so much 

risk showing up to the heavily-guarded Superhuman Summit?  

 

Enigma had to think quickly. She glanced at Luke, the IT guy who was under 

Crossfire’s mental control. The innocent must have fell under the sway of 

Crossfire’s ultrasonics when he put on the translation headset. Crossfire 

mistakenly assumed that Enigma was under his sway too. The static that had 

overcome her audio piece must have hidden an imperceptible ultrasonic wave 

meant to mesmerize its victims. But Enigma knew something was awry when her 

Latverian-made gear abruptly shut down, a built-in feature meant to deactivate the 

advanced audio device if a hostile virus attempted to corrupt the system. Enigma 

decided she would play along, let Crossfire think that she was under his control. 

“Yes. How may I...serve you, Crossfire.” She almost choked on the words. 

 

Crossfire held one fist in the air, relishing his victory. “Oh. I have captured the 

elusive Enigma. And now, together, we will bring super-humanity to its end!” 

 

 

 



THE ROOFTOP OF THE MADRIPOOR PEARL 
 

THE BUS-SIZED MEDIVAC VTOL craft settled down on the roof of the Madripoor 

Pearl, the city’s newest and most luxurious hotel/casino owned by Chatting 

Marks. It was dark and the landing pad was damp. The recent downpour had 

stopped. Now, the sky was clearing up and a fantastic full moon lit up the 

principality.  

 

The vessel’s rear hatch opened like the mouth of a large-mouthed grouper. K’os 

was the first to exit. Next, Stronghold guided two hovering medical beds out of 

the vessel. The beds were designed and bought from Parker Industries. K’os 

turned to his Skrull ally. “Condition report?” 

 

Cy’vyll was despondent. “Mathemaniac is in really bad condition. He may not 

make it. I stabilized Asa. But he needs professional help.” 

 

K’os needed to think of next steps. He was sure the board of the Windy Turtle 

Trading Company was corrupt. But it was a tangled organizational structure. 

Entering the boardroom and eliminating the directors was a pleasing idea. But 

someone else would rise to take their place. This world was different. It seemed 

that battles wouldn’t be won on the streets in a display of super powers. Deep 

cover, business guile and technological genius were more the order of the day. As 

the newly appointed leader of ΩFORCE he had to decide on a strategy to get a 

hold of the situation. He was not about to let the team be torn apart by outside 

forces like his predecessors did. K’os would bring order. “I have a feeling this is 

only going to get worse. Hence, why I cobbled together this little device.” The 

misshapen scientist held up something that looked like a hearing aid then placed it 

in his own ear.  

 

“What is it?” Cy’vyll asked.  

 

“An anti-psionic neural shield. Blocks telepathic intrusion.” 

 

Cy’vyll was puzzled. “When did you cobble this together?” 

 

“In flight while you were attending to your patients. It is something I recall from 

some Reed Richard and Tony Stark designs…” 

 

“In flight? Where did you get the parts?” 

 

“The electrocardiogram had just the components I needed,” K’os said as he 

headed toward the lift.  

 

Cy’vyll paused for a moment then gasped. “Is that why Asa almost flat lined!?! 

How could you?” 

 



K’os raised one eyebrow as he crossed his arms. “You are mad because I trusted 

you to stabilize our friend? I may never understand you mortals.” 

 

The door to the lift opened as K’os finished his sentence and a swath of black 

swept over the area depositing four members of Psionex on the roof. Asylum, 

Coronary, Impulse and Pretty Persuasions looked ready for a fight. Stronghold 

was standing next to his two patients who were laid out on hovering medical beds. 

He instinctively placed his body between Roxxon’s special agents and his 

patients. “K’os! They’re back!” 

 

Coronary said, “You will be glad to know our orders changed. We no longer need 

to kill you, as long as you give us back our ally.” 

 

K’os scratched his ear and looked at Cy’vyll. The ear scratch shut off the anti-

psionic tech. His facial expression let the Skrull know he wanted a telepathic link. 

*Stronghold. Let us play along. Offer token resistance. I have a plan. Follow my 

lead. But let them escape.* 

 

Stronghold nodded in understanding. *We are in no condition for a full-fledged 

fight. Asa is on the edge of death.* The Skrull was nervous. He never knew what 

to expect from K’os. 

 

The crystalline scientist scratched his ear again reactivating his anti-sci tech. He 

addressed Psionex. “You can have your man. On one condition. Merely tell us 

who your sponsor is. What do they want from us?” 

 

Pretty Persuasions laughed. “You cocky mother @#$%^&. Did we say we were 

here to negotiate?” She formed a psychic whip and struck it on the rooftop. 

CRACK! “I pray you make this hard. I like hard.” She flicked her wrist again and 

aimed her psychic whip toward K’os’ neck. 

 

K’os brought his arm up in the path of the weapon strike. The whip wrapped 

around his diamond-like appendage. SNAP! K’os grinned as he pulled the psychic 

whip taut. He knew Psionex wouldn’t give up their sponsor so easily. In fact, he 

fully expected this reaction. “Well, then. We shall beat it out of you.” 

 

U.N. PLAZA 
 

SPIDER-WOMAN WATCHED AS Moondragon telepathically scanned the main 

assembly chamber from her perch in a viewing booth at the back of the main 

assembly hall. Moondragon had asked Chatting to deactivate the Psi-Fi tech. 

Now, they could use their superpowers. Actually, anyone inside the building with 

superpowers could now access them. Dangerous.  

 

Spider-Woman didn’t like being in the viewing booth. It was too cramped. And 

this whole situation was making her feel claustrophobic. Her costume felt stifling. 



Was it truly that hot or was the presence of a Hydra henchman making her sweat? 

She exited the viewing booth into the hall and bumped into… “Klaus Voorhees,” 

she said with disdain.  

 

The pasty-faced, thin man must have been waiting for her in the hall. No one else 

was in earshot. His death black eyes didn’t blink. “Hello, Spider-Woman. Might I 

ask what your mission is?” Whenever he pronounced the letter ‘s’ he dragged it 

out like a snake might. 

 

“The same as yours, no doubt,” she answered as she placed her hands on her hips 

to look official. “Slithered your way into the Commission, I see. Impressive.” 

 

“Not as impressive as having Chatting Marks take you back into his fold. Your 

enhanced pheromones must be more effective than our organization reports.” 

 

Spider-Woman had to wonder if her superpowers played a role in Chatting’s 

quick acceptance of her. Voorhees, along with a handful of top Hydra agents, 

knew the origins of her powers. When Ophelia took her in she was a mess. No 

memories. Confused. But that was when Hydra revealed its main mission. They 

had proof that SHIELD had been compromised by an alien force and sent her 

back to root out the infiltration. Was Voorhees, a member of the Serpent Society, 

on a similar mission? “Find any Skrulls in the Commission?” 

 

Voorhees looked around when she mentioned the word ‘Skrull’. “I have some 

suspicions. However, our agents say that you are quite close to one of those 

shapeshifters. In fact, you have teamed up with it. What are you and your strange 

friends calling yourselves? ΩFORCE? What does that even mean?” 

 

“To tell you the truth, I have no idea.” But she was on the same team as a member 

of a hostile alien force. Did it matter that Cy’vyll wasn’t actually from this 

particular universe? She wasn’t sure. Perhaps she could learn enough about 

Skrulls to know how to expose and eliminate the ones within SHIELD. Spider-

Woman noticed that General Cartwright was heading over. She changed her tone 

and raised her voice. “And I don’t care if you think this is a colossal waste of 

time, Voorhees! The safety of these people is our number one concern.” 

 

Cartwright interrupted and signaled for Voorhees to come along. “Spider-Woman, 

the only reason I am tolerating your presence is because SHIELD vouches for 

you. Otherwise, I would have you in handcuffs. Voorhees, you are needed in 

debriefing.” The stern black man walked away. 

 

Voorhees lingered. He smiled at Spider-Woman and whispered, “Hail Hydra.” 

 

 

 

 



DEBRIEFING ROOM 6 
 

U.S.AGENT SAT IN the debriefing 

room along with Agent Gyrich. 

The room was a hustle and bustle 

of Commission activity as 

longtime agents and interns tried 

to deal with the flurry of 

paperwork caused by the vote’s 

delay.  

 

Gyrick looked on in disgust. “All 

of this mess due to some 

telepathic mumbo jumbo. I hate 

super heroes! (Present company 

accepted.)” 

 

“Don’t apologize on my account,” 

U.S.Agent said as he stood. 

“Unlike those other dweebs, I 

serve the U.S. of A. And any 

marvel or mutant worth two dimes 

would follow suit and stand 

behind the red, white and blue.” 

 

“Music to my ears,” Gyrich said 

as he signed a paper shoved in his face by a blond-haired intern. “We need this 

vote sooner than later. We spent months getting these stinking politicians on 

board. Now, Marks shows up with his damn scare tactics.” 

 

“Well, we got scare tactics of our own, don’t we?” Agent said as he grabbed a 

coffee for himself and swigged the heat in one motion. 

 

“That we do,” Gyrich nodded. “That we do. And now that your powers are back 

online, maybe I need to have you go put a scare into those femme fatales.” 

 

Agent cracked his knuckles. “Happy to.” 

 

Cartwright and Voorhees burst into the room in that moment. Agent walked out 

tipping a hat that wasn’t on his head. “Gentlemen.” 

 

MADRIPOOR PEARL 
 

FROM ATOP THE newly-constructed rooftop of the 50-story building, Psionex 

attacked K’os and Stronghold from multiple directions. 

 



“K’os! Get inside the hotel!” Stronghold’s body morphed two additional arms as 

his appendages stretched. He scattered Psionex with his assault. His punches 

struck Asylum SMACK!, Coronary CHACK! and Pretty Persuasions “@#$%!” 

but missed the fast-moving Impulse. 

 

Impulse zoomed by with a blinding quickness, grabbed Mathemaniac’s medical 

bed and pushed it behind his allies. “I got him! Asylum, let’s go!” Impulse 

announced to his pummeled team. 

 

Asylum’s shadowy form began to grow to encompass his allies. 

 

The noise of battle made Asa Hawke stir in his medical bed. His eyes fluttered 

open. The light from the skyscraper's antennas stabbed into his field of vision. So, 

his brain filled in the blanks. Tetsua, he thought. She was always the first thing to 

come to mind when he awoke. He couldn’t remember when they last spoke. Or 

where. Maybe she was with the children. She often took them to the park on 

Tuesdays. As long as she was safe. Away from Otuza. Oh, wait. That was a 

different Tetsua. A different universe. His thoughts came back to his children. His 

heart filled with dread and fear as he realized his daughter was bonded with a 

living planet. Wait. Where am I? He tried to sit up. His head throbbed something 

awful. His skin was so sore. He didn’t want to move but he could hear a fight. 

Why can’t I remember? He had suffered a minor concussion as a 49er 

quarterback. The feeling was the same. Or that time he and the Avengers were 

attacked by the Frost Giants. He forced himself to swing his feet onto the ground. 

The pain was incalculable as blood drained from his fractured skull. Tetsua, 

where are you? His eyes creaked open. The first thing he saw was a Skrull! 

“Tetsua!” 

 

Stronghold saw Dr. Sound’s gaze fixate on him. “K’os, he has that ‘I will murder 

your descendents’ look in his eyes.”  

 

“My goodness,” K’os said as he jumped in between Dr. Sound and the Skrull. 

“Even when this guy is unconscious he is screwing up a good plan.” 

 

Dr. Sound exploded in raw, unfettered, steel-shattering sound! Anything that 

wasn’t his wife was a target! SQAUUUUUUWWWW!! Dr. Sound’s glass-

shattering blast erupted in all directions. K’os brought his crystalline hands 

together in a mighty CLAP! that blunted some of the sonic energy. Still, Dr. 

Sound power was so potent as to still blast into K’os like a wave smashes against 

a set of wine glasses TASH! Shards of blue dust and fragments from off of the 

crystalline scientist washed backwards into the air. 

 

Asylum’s large body mass quickly enveloped his team before the full brunt of 

Asa’s assault could be felt. ZOOOMP! Psionex teleported away. 

 



Stronghold has hunkered down behind K’os and, therefore, avoided the deadly 

blast. He peeked around K’os. Shredded roof tiles and blue dust fell down like 

polluted snow. Dr. Sound, costume torn and burned, rose to his feet from within 

the epicenter of sonic fury. He resembled a mad dog ready to fight. K’os had 

turned to look back at the exiting villains but now brought his attention back to 

his maddened team mate. 

 

Asa was unsteady on his feet. Between the drugs in his system and the concussion 

his mind was reeling. He looked through a haze at the figures before him. He 

could see a Skrull hiding behind a tall, shiny figure. Where was Tetsua? He felt a 

knot in his stomach as he ached for his daughter. Roots. Why couldn’t these 

forces just leave his family and his planet alone? His mind couldn’t connect the 

figure before him with any identity. And he couldn’t tell if he was a threat. He 

wanted to kill the Skrull. “Get outta the way, mister.” 

 

“Asa focus. It’s me. K’os.” 

 

Roots was order. This being is chaos. “What did you do with Roots?” 

 

K’os was tempted to lie. But he knew what that could cause. “She’s gone, Asa. 

Remember. We lost almost everything.” 

 

Asa unleashed a sonic force blast that seemed to envelop this harbinger of doom. 

“Roots!” K’os body diverted some of the blast’s intensity, but even so his form 

cracked under the onslaught. The sound was refracted off of the crystal surface of 

K’os’ skin, sending light radiating over the rooftop like a towering disco display. 

In that second, Asa’s mind returned to the blinding flash of light that heralded his 

and Tetsua’s emergence into this new strange world. He shut down his sonics, 

“Oh. K’os.” Asa fell into K’os arms, his voice rancid with pain and despair. Both 

slumped to the floor. Asa’s mind finally cleared before once again, mercifully, he 

blacked out. 

 

“We need to get him inside,” Cy’vyll said as he came over to assist. They lifted 

Asa to his feet and brought him into the rooftop elevator. “Did your plan work? 

Are you able to track Psionex?” 

 

K’os leaned forward to look at Cy’vyll. “Is ΩFORCE dysfunctional?” The door to 

the elevator closed. 

 

SUBBASEMENT ONE, UNITED NATIONS PLAZA 
 

CROSSFIRE LED THE way down the dim corridor. Enigma and Luke the IT Guy 

followed. The otherwise-innocent technician wore headsets that kept him under 

the villain’s ultrasonic mind control. “You, madam, are a person-of-interest to the 

spy community. I noted how you kept falling off of my sensor grid. I look 

forward to exploring your capabilities.” 



 

“My people are going to wonder where I am. I haven’t checked in,” Enigma said 

in the most subservient manner possible. After all, Crossfire thought she was 

under his control. “Where are we going?” 

 

“You will see soon enough. And I think your super powered friends will be too 

occupied saving their own lives to worry about you, dear heart.” Crossfire arrived 

at the end of the corridor and opened a door that led into another longer corridor. 

Enigma knew from her study of the Plaza’s design that this must lead west under 

the street and to another building. It made sense. It was common for New York 

buildings to have a connecting underground network of passages. Crossfire 

headed down the corridor with Enigma and Luke. “I must admit, it is upsetting 

that your untimely arrival stalled the vote. You superheroes have a knack for bad 

timing. I belong to a small but powerful consortium of talent that sees the 

potential threat of superhumans. While the politicians and bureaucrats talk it out, 

we are taking action.” 

 

Enigma could feel that a villainous monologue was just around the corner. She 

egged him on. “There is no way you could ever amass enough power to eliminate 

all of the world’s superhumans.” 

 

“You have no idea how big our organization is, how far our tentacles reach!” 

Crossfire snapped back as his voice echoed in the long corridor. “And now we are 

about to add another powerful member to our group. Super-humanity’s fate is 

sealed!” 

 

“I will never join you in such a mad quest,” the captured Latverian protested. 

 

“Hahaha!” Crossfire stopped to laugh then held in his sudden gaiety with his 

hand. He turned to look at his captive. “You arrogant wench. I wasn’t referring to 

you. I was referring to Chatting Marks. And you brought him right to us. You see, 

a good spy always has a plan within a plan. The vote is assuredly on our wish list. 

But so is Mr. Marks. I merely capture him during the upcoming melee, place him 

under my mind control, then command him to build an ever growing arsenal of 

anti-superhuman technology.”  

 

The trio exited the corridor into a clean concrete lobby. There was an elevator 

door. It opened PING! and they entered. Crossfire pressed “PH” and the elevator 

ascended. “We can watch all of the action from my perch atop this adjoining 

building,” Crossfire bragged. “I am going to make sure that the upcoming battle 

encourages the vote to go through, if not today, then in the near future.” He 

looked at Enigma. “Don’t look so worried, Enigma. You will be reunited with 

your employer very soon! Hahaha!” 

 

 

 



WHILE IN THE U.N. 
 

SPIDER-WOMAN TAPPED MOONDRAGON on the shoulder. “Hey. Enigma hasn’t 

checked in.” 

 

Moondragon held up her hand to silence Spider-Woman as they looked down on 

the main assembly room. Attendants were passing out new headsets to delegates 

that were upset about the delay. “I just completed my telepathic sweep of the 

main floor. I do not sense anything amiss. I must continue scanning the rest of the 

building then extend my perception to the surrounding blocks.” 

 

“Swell. Can you locate Enigma?” Spider-Woman asked. 

 

Moondragon turned to face Spider-Woman. “According to K’os, Enigma’s 

powers are as such that she can render herself imperceptible to cosmic senses and 

even telepathy.” 

 

“Are you embarrassed to say you can’t do it?” the arachnid-named hero smiled. 

 

The bald telepath didn’t return the smile. “It would take...considerable effort.” 

 

Just then, U.S.Agent barged into the viewing room BWAM! with Chatting in tow. 

Chatting protested, “Hands off, you star-spangled lummox!” 

 

“Shaddap!” Agent said as he tossed Chatting into the arms of Moondragon and 

Spider-Woman. “Enough is enough. The inspection is over. I smell a rat whose 

smells a dragon who smells a spider. I got every reason to believe you all are 

using scare tactics to drum up more business for PsiFi International. So, I’m now 

officially investigating your investigation. And if I find one hint of deception I’m 

giving you ladies a boxing lesson, courtesy of the U.S. of A!” He glared at 

Chatting and stuck a finger in the financier's face! “And that includes you, 

blondie!” 

 

“Now hold on a minute,” Spider-Woman said as she lurched forward to stop 

U.S.Agent. 

 

KRAKABOOM!! The entire U.N. building shook from the impact of some 

unknown blast. “What. Was. That?!?” Chatting asked as Moondragon and Spider-

Woman held him close. 

 

Even U.S.Agent was surprised. “Oh. this is gonna be one hell of a day, isn’t it?” 

 
 
 
 
 

 



OUTSIDE U.N. PLAZA 

 

 
 

HUNDREDS OF BODIES were laid out by the initial blast impact. The front of the 

U.N. sported a bus sized hole. The steps were reduced to smoldering pebbles. 

Cars were on fire. Singed paper, leftovers from protest signs, rained down. And 

two super-powered villains hovered in the air above the scene of destruction.  

 

IN THE PENTHOUSE OF AN ADJOINING BUILDING 
 

CROSSFIRE AND ENIGMA looked down at the warzone far below. “Now, my 

agents, Titanium Man and Jack O’Lantern, will strike more fear into the hearts of 

the diplomats. There is no better tool than terrorism to inspire rushed decision 

making.”  

 

Enigma placed her hand on the floor to ceiling window as she watched the smoke 

rise. She couldn’t hear the chaos below. But she could imagine the injured and 

shocked screaming in fear.  

 

The mastermind of the morbidity smiled at Enigma as he ordered Luke to take her 

weapon. “You, Enigma, are a bad actress,” he said as he clicked his fingers and 

batch of muscled thugs entered the room. “Let’s hope you are a better fighter.” 

 

NEXT ISSUE: TIME FOR A GOOD OL’ FASHION SCRAP 
 


